
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of ops
program mgr. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this
is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for ops program mgr

Cost Account Manager for Operations on the LIMWS program
Cost Account Manager for Operations on the ATIRCM programs
Responsible for all Operations metrics on the program and is overall CAM for
both Cost Plus Fixed Fee Programs
Developing strong relationships with Geo-based sales operations and getting
intimate knowledge of key deals and the implications on the supply chain
Gathering insight on the forecast to be able to explain the changes in the
forecast especially as they relate to product and timing
Representing Sales at Sales and Operations discussions to develop quarterly
and monthly consensus targets based on cross-functional data and insight
Design, development and implementation of processes to increase the detail
and accuracy of deal related data
Development of processes for identifying firm orders and getting pre-
purchase order details to manufacturing
Development of processes for identifying the probability of closure of key
deals within a quarter when that closure will happen
Identifying practical information that can be gathered from the field and
standardized globally

Qualifications for ops program mgr

Partner with sales leaders in communicating compensation program

Example of Ops Program Mgr Job Description
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Review monthly commission process result to ensure pay accuracy and
manage compensation escalation issues and plan exceptions
Monitors quality, schedule and cost performance
Exercise discretion and independent judgment in the performance of duties
set forth in job description section above
Ability to work collaboratively and act in a lead role as a subject matter
expert to meet aggressive goals and short timeframes
Ability to work with and effectively monitor both off-shore employees
temporary workers


